Abstract. We give algorithms for the directed minimum odd or even cut problem and certain generalizations. Our algorithms improve on the previous best ones of Goemans and Ramakrishnan by a factor of Ç´Òµ (here Ò is the size of the ground vertex set). Our improvements apply among others to the minimum directed Todd or T-even cut and to the directed minimum Steiner cut problems. The (slightly more general) result of Goemans and Ramakrishnan shows that a collection of minimal minimizers of a submodular function (i.e. minimum cuts) contains the odd minimizers. In contrast our algorithm selects an Ò-times smaller class of not necessarily minimal minimizers and out of these sets we construct the odd minimizer. If Å´Ò Ñµ denotes the time of a Ù-Ú minimum cut computation in a directed graph with Ò vertices and Ñ edges, then we may find a directed minimum
Introduction
The notion of minimum cuts in graphs and its generalization, the minimum of a submodular function, plays a key role in combinatorial optimization. See [15] for a survey of the application of minimum cuts and [13] for that of submodular functions.
In this paper we consider minimum cuts or minimizers of submodular functions by restricting minimization to either the even or the odd sets. More generally we will minimize in so-called triple families ( [9] and [6] ), set systems that satisfy certain properties of even or odd (for the definition see Section 1.3). The fact that the minimum odd cut or T-odd cut (requiring odd intersection with a prescribed set Ì) problems can be solved in polynomial time by maximum flow computations is first shown in [14] ; the same for even cuts as well as its generalizations for matroids is shown in [2] .
Minimum cut problems. The cut of the graph is a bipartition of its vertex set
Î into Î and its complement; the value of the cut ´ µ in a directed graph is the number or the total capacity of the edges leaving . We consider the following optimization problems related to cuts in directed graphs:
-The minimum odd (even) cut problem asks for a cut Î such that is odd (even) with ´ µ minimum. -The minimum T-odd (T-even) cut problem asks for a cut Î such that Ì is odd (even) with ´ µ minimum.
-For a given integer Ô, we ask for the minimizer of the cut value function with (or for a given set Ì, the intersection Ì ) not divisible by Ô.
-The generalized directed Steiner cut problem asks for a cut with minimum value ´ µ in a family of cuts defined as follows. Given sets Ì ½ , . . . , Ì Î , a cut is a generalized Steiner cut if for some we have Ì Ì . (For the notion and use of undirected Steiner cuts see [7] .)
Submodular functions.
A function over all subsets of a ground set Î is called submodular if all
An example of a submodular function is the cut value function seen in the previous subsection. In this paper we generalize the cut problems of Section 1.1 to arbitrary submodular functions; for example we will consider the problem of finding the set Î with ´ µ minimum such that is odd or even.
Triple families: a generalization of even/odd.
Grötschel et al. [9] [10] [11] generalize the notion of an odd set and define a triple family as follows.
A family of subsets of ground set Î forms a triple family if for all members and whenever three of the four sets , , and are not in the triple family, then so is the fourth.
Notice that each example in Section 1.1 asks for the minimum value cut in a certain triple family; thus all these problems form special cases of the algorithms described in this paper. This fact is immediate for cuts with cardinality odd, even, or not divisible by Ô. It is also easy to see that directed generalized Steiner cuts form a triple family. For the undirected version this follows by the results of [7] and [6] ; we obtain the same for the directed version since the definition of a Steiner cut is symmetric.
To simplify the notation we will call members of the triple family odd while other sets even. Notice that this notion of even and odd is not related to the actual cardinality of a set ; in fact when we optimize for even sets, an odd set is a set with even cardinality. Also note that the empty set may, in this sense, be odd as well.
In the discussion we will only use the next two key properties of triple families. Strictly speaking, the second property is more restrictive than the definition of Grötschel et al. [9] [10] [11] since they also consider triple families of lattices where we cannot take the complement of a set.
£µ if and are even (non-members) and (or ) is odd, then so is (or ).
££µ if is even and ½ ¾ with both ½ and ¾ even, then ¾ ½ is even.
Previous results.
The previous best result of Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] finds the minimum -value odd set over a ground set with Î Ò by Ç´Ò ¾ µ calls to a submodular minimization oracle. Their algorithm also applies to a slight generalization of triple families called parity families, a notion defined in Section 4.4. The minimizer they find may both be the empty set as well as the entire ground set Î . If one wants to exclude these possibilities (and or Î belongs to the triple family), then the algorithm must be repeated Ç´Òµ times, thus yielding Ç´Ò ¿ µ oracle calls.
Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] prove that a minimal odd minimizer of a submodular function is either or Î or it is among the (inclusionwise) minimal minimizers of function with the property that has Ù ¾ and Ú ¾ , where Ù and Ú takes all possible values from Î . Hence for a minimum cut problem they must use a flow/cut algorithm that returns the minimal minimum cut, but for the price of this additional restriction they are able obtain a minimal minimizer.
As for earlier results, the first one related to even/odd minimization are those of Padberg and Rao [14] who prove that the odd cut and T-odd cut problems can be solved in polynomial time and those of Barahona and Conforti [2] who prove the same for even cuts. Grötschel et al. [9] improve their results both in that they only use Ç´Ò ¿ µ minimization oracle calls and in that their result applies to all triple families. The algorithm of Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] mentioned above further improve both the efficiency and the scope of applicability of these even/odd mincut results.
New results and organization.
We give algorithms that find the minimum of a submodular function in a triple family over a ground set Î with Î Ò. All these algorithms are faster than the Goemans-Ramakrishnan algorithm [6] by a factor of Ò. None of our algorithms requires minimal minimizers, just any minimizers of the function . This might be an advantage for example for cuts in graphs in that arbitrary max-flow algorithms may be used. While we cannot get a speedup for the more general scenario of Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] (parity families), we also sketch an algorithm (Section 4.4) that matches the asymptotic efficiency of their algorithm. The main technique of our algorithms is a specific uncrossing procedure that we call parity uncrossing. All of our algorithms follow the generic framework of Section 2 by starting with a collection of (not necessarily odd) submodular minimizers and apply the parity uncrossing procedure of Section 2.1. As input, this procedure gets a collection of sets whose intersection is odd; in this collection it repeatedly picks sets and replaces them by either of the union or the intersection with smaller -value. The procedure terminates when an odd set is found; these odd sets become the minimizer candidates.
We give four similar algorithms that minimize submodular functions over triple families depending on whether the empty set or the ground set Î are odd (belong to the family). We need such a distinction when minimizing submodular functions, since in general we want to avoid obtaining these sets as minimizers. For instance in case of even cardinality cuts in a graph ´ µ ´Î µ ¼ while ´Ëµ ¼ for all other sets; the minimizer we get should be different from these two trivial ones.
Our first algorithm in Section 3 solves the simplest case when neither the empty set nor the ground set is in the family. We use Ç´Òµ calls to a minimization oracle (maxflow computation) and another Ç´Ò ¾ µ to an evaluation oracle (one that tells the value of ´ µ for a set ). This algorithm may for example find the minimum odd cardinality cut in Ç´Ò ¾ Ñµ time for Î ¾ . The next two algorithms drop the restriction that and Î must be even by keeping the asymptotic running time of the first one; however these algorithms may return both and Î as the odd minimizer of . The second algorithm in Section 4.1 drops the restriction on the ground set Î (the empty set still must be even); the third one in Section 4.2 drops both restrictions.
The fourth and strongest algorithm in Section 4.3 applies to all triple families and finds the odd minimizer of different from and Î . The algorithm, just like that of Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] for this case, makes Ç´Òµ calls to the algorithm that may return or Î as minimizers. Thus we spend the time of Ç´Ò ¾ µ calls to a minimization oracle and another Ç´Ò ¿ µ to an evaluation oracle. This algorithm may for example find a minimum even cardinality cut in Ç´Ò ¿ Ñµ time.
The main algorithmic idea: Parity Uncrossing
Our generic submodular minimization algorithm over triple families (the odd sets as defined in Section 1.3) begins with a collection of certain minimizers of the submodular function among all (not necessarily odd or even) subsets. Two earlier algorithms also follow this line: the algorithm of Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] considers the Ò´Ò ½µ minimizers separating all possible pairs of the ground set Î Ò; and the algorithms for symmetric submodular functions such as in [5] arrange Ò ½ minimizers in a socalled Gomory-Hu tree [8] to select the odd minimizer. We aim to achieve the same efficiency for minimization as in the second type of algorithms that use Gomory-Hu trees. Although Gomory-Hu trees do not exist in the asymmetric case (as pointed out by [3, 16] ), we can still use the abstraction of uncrossing in the Gomory-Hu construction [8] to reduce the number of minimizations from Ç´Ò ¾ µ to Ç´Òµ for odd minimization of asymmetric submodular functions. Note that submodularity ´
and thus uncrossing will not increase the minimum of ´ µ in a set system . The key idea of our algorithm is parity uncrossing, a particular way of uncrossing that applies to asymmetric functions and can be related to the properties of triple families. Given that we start out with a set system , we replace elements of one by one by odd sets (members of the triple family) with ´ µ ´ µ. All we require for this procedure is a subcollection ¼ with Ì ¾ ¼ odd. By using this odd set to guide uncrossing, we may ensure an odd set as the outcome of uncrossing. Now we give Algorithm GENERIC-MINIMIZE-ODDSETS, the framework of minimization based on the parity uncrossing subroutine described in detail in the next subsection. In this algorithm we proceed by reducing the size of by using the odd sets found by parity uncrossing. Given such a set , we will discard all ¾ with ´ µ ´ µ. In order to find , we require a subcollection of with odd intersection; the minimization algorithm terminates when there is none. Then our particular implementations will complete the task of odd minimization by using the candidate minimizer ¼ and the remaining collection . 
GENERIC-MINIMIZE-ODDSETS´

Subroutine PARITY-UNCROSS.
We introduce the technique of parity uncrossing that, given a collection with Ì ¾ odd, finds an odd set with ´ µ ´ µ for some ¾ . The family of odd sets must satisfy´£µ but not necessarilý ££µ. We give a divide-and-conquer parity uncrossing procedure that makes Ç´Òµ calls to the evaluation oracle. Notice that in case of graph cuts the evaluation oracle is ¢´Òµ times faster than the minimization oracle, hence in order not to exceed the time for finding Ç´Òµ minimum cuts, we may make a total of Ç´Ò ¾ µ evaluation calls in the minimization algorithm. Our procedure stays within this bound as long as the algorithm calls parity uncrossing Ç´Òµ times. However we may not use a more straightforward non-divide-and-conquer approach for parity uncrossing since that would cost a total of Ç´Ò ¿ µ evaluation calls.
We start the description of Algorithm PARITY-UNCROSS with the easy cases. If we have a single set ½ in the input, it must be odd by the requirement on the intersection and thus we may immediately return this ½ . For two sets ½ ¾ we proceed by selecting either ½ or ¾ if one of them is odd. If this is not the case, by Property (£) ½ ¾ must be odd if (as assumed) ½ ¾ is odd. Thus we may select the odd set ½ ¾ or ½ ¾ with smaller -value; by submodularity this value cannot be more than Ñ Ü ´ ½ µ ´ ¾ µ . Notice that here we do not require and cross; in fact if , then is odd and if Î , then Î is odd. In general we want to avoid these two trivial sets as minimizers but we cannot do it right at this step. For a general input ½ , . . . , with ¾ we use divide-and-conquer: we recurse on the two halves of the set ; then on the outputs ½ and ¾ of the recursive calls we perform the steps for case ¾. Unfortunately we rely on the fact that the intersection of is odd, but in a recursive call we may not expect this for either half of . Hence we must extend the input by a restriction set Ê; instead of requiring certain sets to be odd, we only require their intersection with Ê be odd. Thus initially Ê Î and at a general recursive call it is a set with Ê Ì odd. We are ready with the description of Algorithm PARITY-UNCROSS if we describe the selection of the restriction set Ê. For the first half ½ , . . . , ¾ we may add the natural choice Ê as the intersection of all remaining currently not processed.
However for the second call we may simplify the proof if, instead of taking the corresponding choice by exchanging the role of the two halves of the input , we take We prove the second part again separate for the three output types in lines 1, 2 and 3 by induction. The claim is trivial for ½ (line 1). For the output ½ at line 2 we
where the first inequality follows by induction. A similar proof can be obtained for
Finally if we exit at line 3,
where the first inequality follows by submodularity while the second by the previous two inequalities for ´ ½ µ and ´ ¾ µ.
Ù Ø Lemma 2. Algorithm PARITY-UNCROSS runs with Ç´ µ calls to the evaluation oracle.
Proof. The number of calls to find ´ µ for Î satisfies the recurrence Ì´ µ ¾Ì´ ¾µ · Ç´½µ Ù Ø 3 The simplest case: when and Î are not in the triple family Our first minimization algorithm applies when the empty set and the ground set are even (not in the triple family). This assumption is not only necessary for ensuring an outcome different from the trivial minimizers and Î but also technically necessary for the correctness of our first algorithm below.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. First it computes a collection of Ò ½ Î ½ sets with the property that for each pair Ù Ú ¾ Î there exists an ¾ such that ´ µ is minimum over all sets that contain exactly one of Ù and Ú. In terms of cuts in graphs, is the smaller of a minimum Ù-Ú or a minimum Ú-Ù cut.
The collection can be computed by ¾Ò ¾ minimization oracle calls as proved in [4] or [1, Chapter 8.7] . Note that this fact is a weakening of the result of Gomory and Hu [8] since the collection cannot be cross-free in general.
Given the above collection , we proceed by discarding its members by Algorithm GENERIC-MINIMIZE-ODDSETS. If a discarded set minimizes over sets containing exactly one of Ù Ú, then no odd set Ë with value less than may separate Ù and Ú since ´ µ ´ µ ´Ëµ for all sets Ë separating Ù and Ú. Hence we may contract Ù and Ú for the further steps, or instead we may consider the partition given by the remaining elements of defined below. The correctness of the algorithm immediately follows by the next two theorems. The first theorem will also give a way of finding, at each iteration of the algorithm, a subcollection of with odd intersection. The description of the algorithm is completed with this additional step in Section 3.2. Next consider two elements Ù Ú ¾ Î with Ù ¾ È Ë and Ú ¾ È Ë. The initial set system contains a set minimizing over all sets that contain exactly one of Ù and Ú. This set must, at some stage of the algorithm, be discarded from ; at the same time, a set is added to with ´ µ ´ µ.
Now we are ready with the proof. Since Ë is a set containing exactly one of Ù and Ú, we must have ´Ëµ ´ µ, thus ´Ëµ ´ µ. On the other hand the algorithm returns an odd set ¼ ¾ with ´ ¼ µ ´ µ. In conclusion the odd set ¼ returned at 
The proof is completed by applying´££µ to and È. Ù Ø
The lemma almost implies Theorem 1: we may parity uncross ¾ È whenever È ¾ È´ µ is odd, provided the subcollection of is non-empty. However for the possible element È ¼ Î Ë ¾ of È´ µ we intersect the empty subcollection; while that is Î by our definition and it could be odd, we cannot proceed by parity uncrossing. The final lemma shows that this may happen only if Î is odd. MINIMIZE-ODDSETS a family of sets that, for all Ù Ú ¾ Î with Ù Ú, contains a minimizer of ´ µ with exactly one of Ù and Ú in
In our implementation we use Lemma 3 by selecting È ¾ È´ µ odd with the maximum number of sets in containing È; these elements of will have odd intersection then. For this selection we must maintain the partition È´ µ as well as counters for each member È of the partition with the number of sets in containing È.
First we build the initial partition È´ µ. We do this by adding sets in the order of increasing value ´ µ. After each addition we maintain the partition È as a linked list; an update of the list as well as the counters takes Ç´Òµ time for a set .
The implementation of removals from is easy, given the way we build the initial partition. Since we increment with sets of increasing -value and we always delete sets of value at least a certain ´ µ, we may perform deletion by simply moving back in history to the stage when the first set of -value at least ´ µ was added. The history may be preserved in the linked list of È´ µ as follows: whenever a set is inserted and it subdivides some È ¾ È into two sets È ½ and È ¾ , we insert È ¾ in the list as an immediate successor of È ½ . If we mark the link from È ½ to È ¾ by set , we may remove from in Ç´Òµ time by traversing the linked list once.
Algorithms
In this section we describe four algorithms based on the parity uncrossing technique. In two steps we extend the algorithm of Section 3 first to the case when Î (Section 4.1), then to the case when both and Î belong to the parity family (Section 4.2). These algorithms may return both and Î as minimizer and thus they are useless for example in the case of graph cuts. However their running time remains within the asymptotic bound of the algorithm of Section 3. The third algorithm is guaranteed to output a minimizer different from and Î for the price of using Ç´Òµ times more steps (Section 4.3).
The final Section 4.4 gives us a way of applying parity uncrossing to parity families (or parity subfamilies of lattices), a more general problem class introduced by Goemans and Ramakrishnan [6] where odd sets satisfy only´£µ. Unfortunately our algorithm is Ç´Òµ times slower than its counterpart for triple families and thus only achieves the same efficiency as that of Goemans and Ramakrishnan. give an incorrect result if is odd: the proofs rely on the fact that the union of disjoint even sets is even and this fails if is odd. We may, in case Î is even, turn to the dual (either complement every set or exchange the notions of union and intersection) to obtain a correct algorithm. However we need additional steps if both and Î are odd.
Our algorithm builds on Lemma 6. First we make two subproblems by selecting a vertex Ú and finding the odd minimizer containing and not containing Ú separately.
Since the second subproblem is the dual of the other, we only discuss the first one. Now by the lemma we may immediately get an even set such that the minimizer is either already found or else it contains . The second scenario can now be handled by Note that in case of even cardinality Ì-cuts , we may also find the minimizer with Ì Ì by selecting both vertices Ù and Ú from Ì.
Parity families.
A parity family is defined as a collection of subsets of Î satisfying only´£µ, i.e. if neither nor belongs to the family, then and must either both belong to the family or both be outside the family. We may use the terminology of even and odd sets just like in the case of triple families.
For parity families Algorithm MINIMIZE-ODDSETS fails in Theorem 1 since parity families do not satisfy Property (££). Thus it may happen that the partition È´ µ
given by the -minimizer sets contains an odd set È while, unlike in Lemma 4, the intersection Ì ¾ È is even. In this case the minimizer may be a set containing È but not the entire . We may apply Lemma 6 to find the minimizer for this case; however in the worst case we may have ª´Òµ such odd È and use ª´Ò ¾ µ minimization oracle calls. In this algorithm and proof of correctness we never take complements of sets and thus we can also apply it to parity subfamilies of lattices.
Conclusion
We have given improved algorithms for the minimum odd or even cut problems and their generalizations. The algorithms achieve a factor Ò speedup over the previous best ones. While we believe that an algorithm with Ç´Òµ flow computations is optimal for example for the directed minimum odd cut problem, we conjecture that some of the remaining open questions may have a positive answer:
-Can one solve the undirected minimum odd (even) cut problem by pipelining the Ç´Òµ flow computations needed to a single one, in the flavor of the Hao-Orlin algorithm [12] ? -Can one optimize over parity families that are not triple families (cf. [6] ) with only Ç´Òµ minimization oracle calls (max-flows)? -Can one improve the algorithm in the case or Î is odd (such as the minimum even cut problem)?
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